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Abstract

While a number of microbial identification systems are
available to the pharmaceutical market for compendial
testing, these platforms tend to underperform because
they do not support the broad range of
microorganisms
encountered
in
environmental
monitoring programs. In previous reports and
presentations, we have described a systematic
approach for the inclusion of new reference library
entries into our MALDI-TOF MS platform, whereby the
most frequently encountered environmental species
missing from the reference library are prioritized for
library entry creation. After years of continuous
creation of MALDI-TOF reference library entries
tailored for the environmental monitoring arena, we
report on the increasing proportion of environmental
isolates identified using the MALDI-TOF platform. We
demonstrate that such improvement has positively
impacted the operational efficiency throughout our
worldwide laboratories, as well as the ability to track
and trend by species name. Insight into future
improvement of operational efficiency due to our
MALDI-TOF library development will be discussed.

Methods

All data presented were generated from unknown
samples received by Charles River Laboratories for
bacterial identification. Samples submitted for
identification using the MALDI-TOF platform were
processed using a direct formic acid lysis method or
the extract method as per Charles River’s SOPs and
the manufacturer’s instructions, and evaluated using
Charles River’s interpretation criteria. All samples that
failed to produce a species-level identification using
MALDI-TOF were submitted for AccuGENX-ID® 16S
rDNA sequencing, where sequence data were
manually assembled and searched against the
validated and proprietary Charles River 16S reference
library. Qualified data analysts then determined the
identifications and confidence levels. The 16S-based
sequence identification is used as the reference
method for this study.

Results

Figure 1. Number of Library Entries
and Frequency of Additions

The number of MALDI-TOF library entries (y-axis) in
the Biotyper® library (orange), the Charles River
library (light blue) and combined (dark blue) plotted
versus time (x-axis). While the Charles River MALDITOF library currently only comprises ~1640 entries
(~22% of the entire database), it is updated more than
ten times as frequently than the manufacturer’s
updates (see entry markers) to include microbes from
environmental origins. (Charles River release v14.11.)

Figure 2. Proportion of Entries to
Species

Figure 3. Proportion of Most Frequently
Observed Species Contained in the
MALDI-TOF Libraries

Of the 987 species that make up the top 95% of
species observed by Charles River as a result of our
AccuGENX-ID service, the percent of species that are
present (dark blue) or missing (light blue) in the
Biotyper (left) and Charles River libraries (right) are
shown. These data indicate that when library entries
targeting the most frequently encountered species are
developed first, the library effectively captures
environmental microorganisms important to the
industries we serve.

Figure 4. Impact of the Charles River
MALDI-TOF Library on Worldwide
Reporting

Figure 5. Impact of MALDI-TOF Library
Updates on Operational Performance

The proportion of samples resulting in no reportable
identification (light blue) and a reportable identification
(dark blue) was determined when utilizing an original
Biotyper reference library from 2009* (n=1,900), the
current Biotyper reference library released in 2014
(n=72,115), as well as the Charles River reference
library v14.05 (n=72,115). These data indicate that
Charles River library updates increase the percentage
of identified samples more than the Biotyper library
updates alone. *Operational performance when using
the original Biotyper library was evaluated in 2009 as
part of Charles River’s fitness for use study.

Figure 6. Impact of the Charles River
MALDI-TOF Library on Worldwide
Operational Performance

Figure 7. Impact of the Charles River
MALDI-TOF Library on Worldwide
Tracking and Trending

The frequency of occurrence of species identified at
our international laboratories was tracked over a yearlong period. Each slice in the pie charts above refer to
a unique species, with the size representing the
frequency at which the species is identified. Without
the use of the Charles River library (right-hand charts),
a large proportion of samples would not generate an
identification on the MALDI-TOF platform (14% in the
US, 17% in the EU and 44% in S. Korea). These
samples would, therefore, require additional microbial
testing, causing a delay in identification results and
tracking and trending capabilities.

Discussion

The proportion of entries (left-hand pie chart, n=7,268)
in Charles River’s MALDI-TOF library that were
created by Bruker Daltonics (dark blue) and Charles
River (light blue) is only an indirect indicator of the
species included in the library, as multiple entries may
represent the same species. In the right-hand pie
chart (n=2,856), those species uniquely represented
by Biotyper are shown in dark blue, Charles River are
shown in light blue and species represented by both
are shown in medium blue. While the Charles River
entries are only 22.6% of the library, they represent
30% of the species in the library, suggesting that our
systematic approach to library development is
effectively targeting unique species found in the
environmental monitoring arena.

Of samples that resulted in an identification from our
US (n=59,167), EU (n=2,944) and South Korean
(n=28) laboratories, the source of the top-matching
library entry (Biotyper=dark blue, Charles River=light
blue) was evaluated. Charles River entries were the
top-match on 39-61% of reported identifications from
our international laboratories. Given that Charles River
entries only make up ~22% of the entire library, but
are the top match on 39-61% of all identifications
indicates that Charles River entries are the top-match
more than twice as often as Biotyper entries.

Of recent samples submitted for MALDI-TOF
identification to our US (n=69, 421), EU (n=2,503) and
S. Korean (n=52) laboratories, the proportion of
samples resulting in no reportable identification (light
blue) and a reportable identification (dark blue) was
determined when using the Charles River library
v14.05. Considering that a large proportion of the
reportable identifications above were generated using
Charles River entries (Figure 4), these data indicate
that Charles River entries are increasing reporting
worldwide.

Inclusion of environmental microbes in an
identification system’s library is critical to increase
reporting and/or improve accuracy for non-clinical
applications. We show that expanding the reference
library enables better coverage of environmental
species that are frequently encountered in
manufacturing environments. Charles River’s library
updates contribute to bacterial identifications
throughout our international laboratories in a
disproportionately high frequency when compared to
the manufacturer’s library updates. Charles River’s
library also increases the worldwide operational
performance of MALDI-TOF identifications for the
environmental monitoring arena. This point is
highlighted by showing how tracking and trending
capabilities and turn-around time would be negatively
impacted when the Charles River library is not utilized.
Continuing development of this library will help ensure
optimal operational performance in support of new
laboratories and manufacturing environments alike.

